We report here on the transcriptional activity of multiple copies of a subtelomerically located olfactory receptor (OR) gene, OR-A. Due to recent duplication events, both the copy number and chromosomal location of OR-A vary among humans. Sequence analyses of 180 copies of this gene, derived from 12 chromosome ends in 22 individuals, show that the main coding exon of all but one copy is an intact open reading frame with 0-5 predicted amino acid differences. We detected transcription of OR-A in both olfactory epithelium and testis tissue using RT-PCR amplification with primers designed on the basis of a computationally predicted gene structure. Two alternatively spliced forms of transcripts, one encoding an isoform with an extended N-terminus, were found in both tissues. A third transcript, derived from a second promoter, was also observed in testes. The start methionine is predicted in all transcripts to lie in an upstream exon rather than the main coding exon, as is typical for most other OR genes. By examining sequence variants among transcripts, we show that transcription of this gene occurs at multiple chromosomal locations. Our results lend credence to the idea that OR diversity could be generated in rearrangement-prone subtelomeric regions and show that polymorphism in subtelomeric regions could lead to individual-to-individual variation in the expressed repertoire of OR genes.
INTRODUCTION
The subtelomeric regions of human chromosomes are unusually dynamic and structurally complex regions of the human genome (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . These regions are composed of sequences, some of which encode genes, that have been distributed to multiple chromosomal ends. The presence of members of the olfactory receptor (OR) gene family in subtelomeric regions is of particular interest to us. The subtelomeric regions appear to have been shaped by duplications, rearrangements and transfers of material from one chromosome to another (1, 6, 8) . Some of these rearrangements are quite recent, such that individuals are polymorphic for the presence or absence of large blocks of sequence on some chromosomes (1, 4, 7) .
The evolutionary plasticity of the subtelomeric regions is illustrated well by the f7501 subtelomeric block. This block is single-copy in non-human primates, but is extremely polymorphic in copy number and chromosomal location in humans (7) . In 44 unrelated individuals analyzed by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), the number of copies ranged from 7 to 11 per diploid genome. The block was observed to be polymorphically present on 11 different chromosomal ends, in addition to common sites on 3qter, 15qter and 19qter (7) . This block is also flanked by other subtelomeric sequences that are present on different sets of chromosome ends (7) .
The function of these rearrangement-prone subtelomeric regions is largely unknown. The region may simply be a repository of accumulated junk, genomic material that is no longer in use. Alternatively, the subtelomeric regions may be transcriptionally active regions of the genome and could even serve as a nursery for new genes. The subtelomeres appear to be less constrained than other genomic regions for recombination, duplication, conversion and mutation (9, 10) , and these processes could facilitate the generation of new genes. Humans may have benefited from the dynamic processes that act on genes in these regions. Evidence exists in support of both of these views.
The 'repository' model is supported by the presence in subtelomeric regions of many repeats and pseudogenes, as well as partial regions of homology to genes whose functional copies are located elsewhere in the genome. The 'nursery' model is supported by observations of genes that are transcribed from subtelomeric regions. For example, the interleukin-9 receptor gene (IL9R) is transcribed from the pseudoautosomal regions of the active and inactive X and the Y (11) . A small GTPase RABL2 is transcribed in multiple tissues from its locations on 22qter and the ancestral telomere-telomere fusion band 2q13 (12) . These two examples demonstrate that functional genes reside in subtelomeric zones and that copies of these genes, produced by duplication processes, can have transcriptional activity. There is also precedence for the involvement of subtelomeric domains in generating functional diversity in other organisms. Frequent subtelomeric gene conversion provides diversity for surface antigens in trypanosomes (13) , and expression of Plasmodium falciparum var genes from subtelomeric domains has important implications for the generation of novel antigenic and adhesive phenotypes (14) .
The occurrence of members of the OR gene family in subtelomeric regions may shed light on the functional significance of these regions. We have so far identified eight OR-like sequences, at least four of which are present in multiple subtelomeric regions (one in up to 19 copies). Together, they comprise a subtelomeric collection of at least 30 paralogous sequences (7 and unpublished data). The f7501 subtelomeric block, referred to earlier, contains three regions of homology to known OR genes (7) . At least one of these genes, OR-A, appears to be potentially functional from sequence analysis of the prototypic copy on chromosome 19. [The prototypic chromosome 19 copy of this gene is called OR4F19 and hOR19.06.01 by other groups (15, 16) .] This gene, like the rest of the block, is present on multiple chromosomes and is polymorphic in both copy number and chromosomal location (7) .
The association of a subset of OR genes and subtelomeric regions is intriguing given the size and diversity of this gene family (15, 16) . OR genes encode a family of proteins that recognize an enormous variety of odorants (∼10 000 odors) (17) . This large gene family is distributed among >40 sites in the human genome, with a bias for terminal bands (18) . Functional studies in rodents have demonstrated that expression of OR genes in sensory neurons is very selective-only a single allele of a single gene is expressed per cell (19) , yet the total repertoire in the olfactory epithelium comprises ∼1000 receptor types (20) . Although these genes were originally discovered expressed in olfactory epithelium (17) , their expression has also been demonstrated in testis and other tissues (21) (22) (23) . These findings suggest that the proteins encoded by these genes may have additional functions related to recognition of an even larger ligand collection. The diversity of function coupled with the large repertoire of different receptors implies the need to expand and modify the repertoire over time, especially while adapting to new environments. The association of the OR genes with subtelomeres and the dynamic processes acting on them could therefore be significant.
In this paper, we demonstrate that the subtelomerically located OR-A gene is transcribed in both olfactory epithelium and testis tissue. In addition, we show that two alternative 5′ splice variants of OR-A are transcribed in both tissues. A third transcript derived from an alternative promoter is found in testes. Sequence analyses of the main coding exon of the OR-A gene from multiple chromosomal locations demonstrate that most copies have an intact open reading frame (ORF) and are therefore potentially functional. The proteins encoded by these genes are predicted to differ by up to five amino acid substitutions in addition to N-terminal differences resulting from alternative splicing. By analyzing subtle sequence variants among transcripts, we show that transcription of the gene can occur from multiple chromosomal locations. Thus, subtelomeric duplications have spawned a multiplicity of OR-A copies that are still intact and active. These results support the idea that the subtelomeric regions could be a nursery for generating diversity in the expressed OR repertoire and a source of phenotypic variation among humans.
RESULTS
In order to examine the potential function of the multicopy odorant receptor gene OR-A, we analyzed its structure using various gene prediction programs. The coding regions of eukaryotic OR genes are typically intronless and are preceded by an intron and one or two upstream non-coding exons (24) . Thus, identification of a putative 5′ untranslated exon would permit us to place primers in separate exons and thereby discriminate PCR products from cDNA from possible genomic contamination. Using sequence from cosmid f7501 (accession no. L78442), we analyzed the 10 kb region surrounding the OR-A gene to identify potential promoters and 5′ untranslated exons. Two potential transcription start sites (TSS) with TATA promoters were predicted by linear discriminant function (LDF) using the TSSW program at positions 9241 (LDF -5.35) and 8234 (LDF -4.44). Only the first of these sites was also predicted by the TSSG (LDF -4.16) and NNPP/Eukaryotic (score 0.87) programs. Three donor and two acceptor splice sites were predicted using SpliceView and Splice Site programs ( Table 1 ). The program Genie predicted a transcript including two upstream exons and the full-length main coding exon. Figure 1A shows the structure of the gene resulting from a combination of these sequence-analysis programs. The gene is predicted to have two alternative TATA-promoters, with splicing of 5′ exons predicted in both cases. Two alternative splice variants can be transcribed from the more 5′ promoter (TATA1). These transcripts are referred to here as the short transcript I and long transcript II. The long transcript is predicted to include exon 1, exon 2 and the main coding exon 3. Exon 2 is skipped in the short transcript I. A third two-exon transcript (III) is predicted using the second TATA promoter, TATA2.
Conceptual translation of all three potential transcripts suggests that the starting methionine lies in an upstream exon, not in the main coding exon as is typical for OR genes (24) . Proteins translated starting with the next available methionine, which is located in the main coding exon, would lack a conserved N-terminal glycosylation site (25) . Transcript II is predicted to encode a long isoform with an extended N-terminus (Fig. 1B) .
We confirmed the conservation of the promoter region and the splice sites using copies of the OR-A gene residing on several human chromosomes. The regions spanning TATA1, exon 1, exon 2 and the main coding exon were amplified from six different somatic cell hybrids containing single copies of human chromosomes 3, 15 or 19 (two cell lines for each of those chromosomes). The sequences of the TATA-box, all predicted splice sites, exon 1 and exon 2 were conserved (data not shown), such that all copies were capable of producing transcripts I and II (exon 1a of transcript III was not analyzed). Several nucleotide and three predicted amino acid differences (more details below) were found in the main coding region among these copies. Analyses of two sequenced cosmids (AC005603 and AC005604) revealed that some versions of the OR-A gene have a complex rearrangement involving deletion of exons 1 and 2 (Fig. 1A) , which co-segregates with a characteristic Alu insertion (8) . These versions are therefore not capable of producing transcripts I and II.
The same regions were sequenced from chimpanzee, gorilla and orangutan DNA. These species carry only two allelic copies of the OR-A gene (7) . The nucleotide divergences of the main coding exons of chimpanzee, gorilla and orangutan from human genes average 0.6, 1.8 and 3.0%, respectively (data not shown). Several sequence variations were detected between the alleles in each species (data not shown). Although the TATA1-box and all splicing sites are conserved in great apes, only the orangutan gene appears functional. The main coding regions of the gorilla and chimpanzee genes contain a premature stop codon and frameshift, respectively. In addition, all non-human primates have a 35 bp insertion in the predicted exon 1 sequence, which disrupts the predicted ORF of the long transcript II (Fig. 2 ). This 35 bp sequence was most likely deleted from the human genome after the evolutionary split of humans from the other great apes. As a consequence, only the human genes appear capable of generating a long transcript II encoding a protein with an extended N-terminus.
RT-PCR was used to test for transcription of the OR-A gene in human olfactory epithelium, testis, prostate and seminal vesicle tissues. Using the predicted gene structure, we designed primers specific to the predicted exons and flanking the 5′-intron, such that PCR products from transcripts could be discriminated by size from those derived from genomic DNA contamination. If the genes are transcribed as predicted, primer pair P1/P2 should amplify transcripts I and II from TATA1, and primer pair L/P2 should amplify transcript III from TATA2 (Fig. 1A) .
Two products representing transcripts I and II were obtained using cDNA from both olfactory epithelium and testis tissue (Fig. 3A) . This pair of products was also observed using testicular cDNA from three additional different sources (data not shown). Sequencing of obtained PCR products validated the computer-predicted gene structure. PCR products were subcloned and used for subsequent analysis of transcribed variants (see below). No products were obtained using primers P1 and P2 from prostate or seminal vesicle cDNA.
A product representing spliced transcript III was obtained in a PCR reaction from testicular cDNA (Fig. 3B ). This result was confirmed using testicular cDNA from a different source (data not shown). Sequencing verified the predicted splice junction. No products were obtained using the L/P2 primer pair on cDNA from olfactory epithelium, prostate or seminal vesicle (data not shown).
We have previously shown using FISH that the number of copies of the subtelomerically located OR-A gene can vary from seven to 11 per diploid genome (7). We were interested in testing whether all copies of OR-A are potentially functional and in assessing the variability of OR-A gene repertoires among individuals. In order to address these questions, we determined the sequence of the main coding exon of the OR-A gene for each chromosomal copy found by FISH analysis in 22 individuals. The main coding exon accounts for ≥88% of the amino acids in the proteins predicted by the three transcripts. Because the gene is present on multiple chromosomes, each chromosome carrying the OR-A gene was isolated from copies elsewhere in the genome by flow sorting, before PCR amplification and sequence analysis (Materials and Methods). A total of 180 copies from 12 different chromosomal ends were sequenced in these individuals.
Twenty variant sites were observed among these copies within the 972 bp main coding exon. Rare variants were verified by sequencing products amplified in an independent PCR reaction to rule out PCR error. Eight of the changes are silent, 11 cause amino acid alterations and one results in a premature stop codon. The non-synonymous changes occur throughout the OR-A protein (Fig. 4) . Combinations of the 20 polymorphic sites define 21 different OR-A gene (DNA) haplotypes (see below) that can be conceptually translated into 14 intact proteins differing by 1-5 amino acid substitutions and one prematurely truncated protein. The complex deletion of exons 1 and 2 was observed in 24 of 105 chromosomes tested (8); these versions cannot encode isoforms PI and PII but are capable of forming isoform III.
The frequency of protein haplotypes encoded by gene copies found at different chromosome ends is shown in Figure 5A . Six of the protein haplotypes (P1, P2, P3, P5, P6, P7) are present on multiple chromosome ends, probably as a result of recent exchanges between non-homologous chromosomes (8), and three of these are relatively rare overall. The most common protein haplotype was observed on 10 different chromosome ends and has an overall frequency of 42%. Notably, the haplotype with a premature stop codon was observed on only one of the 180 copies sequenced (haplotype P15). Seven additional protein haplotypes were also observed only once. The genomic repertoire of OR-A genes varies considerably as a consequence of variation in both sequence and copy number among individuals. Among individuals carrying 7-11 copies of the gene, the number of different gene haplotypes varies from 3 to 7. These gene haplotypes encode 3-7 different protein types per individual, in varying copy numbers (Fig. 5B) . Some protein haplotypes are present in similar numbers, but in different chromosomal locations, in different individuals (e.g. protein type P1 in individuals 1 and 16 in Fig. 5B) . Others, such as protein type P2, exhibit wide variation in copy number among individuals (e.g. one copy in individual 4 and four copies in individual 8 in Fig. 5B ).
Our sequence analyses show that potentially functional copies of the OR-A gene reside at many chromosome ends. In order to determine whether more than one chromosomal location of this multicopy gene is transcribed, we took advantage of nucleotide polymorphisms among olfactory epithelial transcripts and genomic copies from the same individual. Two independent PCR amplifications using the P1/P2 primer pair were performed on the same olfactory epithelial cDNA template in order to be able to discriminate true variants from PCR-induced errors. PCR products were subcloned and inserts of multiple clones were sequenced. Sequences were aligned and analyzed using CONSED and PolyPhred programs (26, 27) . A haplotype was considered validated if it was encountered in both independent PCR reactions.
The results of haplotyping olfactory epithelial transcripts from one individual are summarized in Figure 6A . We sequenced 35 and 23 clones obtained from two independent PCR reactions, respectively. Two haplotypes, H1 and H2, were validated by their presence in both pools (a total of 47 validated clones). Both haplotypes were present as the short transcript I, but the H2 haplotype was observed five times more frequently among the clones with validated haplotypes. Haplotype H1 was also present as the long alternatively spliced transcript II.
We used chromosome sorting to analyze the genomic copies of the OR-A gene in the same individual. The H1 haplotype was assigned to chromosomes 3 and 19, and the H2 haplotype to chromosomes 15 and 16. Thus, at least two different chromosomal locations of the OR-A gene are transcribed in the olfactory epithelium of this individual. Additional haplotypes were present on chromosomes 9, 11 and 19, but transcripts of those haplotypes were not detected in our sample. Because the H1 haplotype is present on two different chromosomes, it is impossible to tell whether the short and the long transcript forms are transcribed from the same or different chromosomal locations.
Analyses of OR-A transcripts I and II from the testes of a different individual also show that this gene is transcribed from multiple subtelomeric locations (Fig. 6B) . PCR products obtained in two independent reactions were cloned, and 32 and 20 clones were sequenced from each pool. Four haplotypes, H1, H3, H4 and H5, could be validated by their presence in both pools (a total of 38 clones with validated haplotypes). Three haplotypes (H1, H3 and H5) were expressed as the long transcript II, with H5 observed five times less frequently among the clones than either H3 or H1. Haplotype H4 was Figure 2 . Alignment of the coding portion of exon 1 of human and chimpanzee OR-A genes. The reading frames of the two predicted human proteins PI and PII, corresponding to transcripts I and II, differ in this region. The reading frame is the same for both transcripts in the main coding region (exon 3), because of the inclusion of exon 2 in transcript II (Fig. 1B) . The presence of an extra 35 bp in chimpanzee DNA disrupts only the longer ORF. Predicted starting methionines are underlined in each case. The orangutan and gorilla sequences also contain the 35 bp insertion. Gorilla and chimpanzee genes are disrupted by a stop codon and frameshift, respectively, in the main coding exon (data not shown). (Fig. 1A) . No product is generated from genomic DNA (expected size 4.1 kb) at the short extension times used in this reaction. (B) Agarose gel electrophoresis of PCR products obtained with the L/P2 primer pair demonstrates transcription of transcript III in testes. Due to the intervening intron sequence, the PCR product from genomic DNA is 2.4 kb larger than the 843 bp product from cDNA.
expressed as the short form. Although no genomic DNA was available for this individual with which to assign these haplotypes to chromosomal locations, the presence of four haplotypes implies that two or more chromosomal locations of the OR-A gene are transcribed in testis, as was also the case in the olfactory epithelial sample.
Comparison of the transcript haplotypes from testis to the 21 genomic DNA haplotypes observed among the 180 sequenced copies of the main coding exon allows us to speculate about the chromosomal origin of the transcripts. Figure 6C tabulates the DNA haplotype frequency observed at each chromosome location in 22 individuals and over all 180 chromosomes analyzed. Because we examined transcripts only in the initial 814 bp of the main coding exon, we cannot discriminate among transcripts that might differ in the terminal 158 bp of the main coding exon. Therefore, several full-length exon haplotypes may be represented by one partial transcript haplotype, as indicated in Figure 6C . Transcript haplotype H1, which could correspond to genomic haplotypes A1a, A9 and/or A15, is the most frequently observed haplotype at the genomic level. It could have derived from any of nine different chromosome ends (Fig. 6C) . Transcript haplotype H4 corresponds to genomic haplotype A5a, which has been observed on chromosomes 9 and 19; haplotype H3 could represent genomic haplotype A3c or A3d and has only been seen on chromosome 19. Haplotype H5 was not observed in our sample of 180 genomic copies.
DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated here that a subtelomerically located OR gene, which varies in number, sequence and locations among individuals, is transcriptionally active in olfactory neuroepithelium and testis. For low-abundance transcripts from multicopy genes, such as the OR-A gene studied here, possible genomic contamination in cDNA is a very important concern when testing for transcription using RT-PCR. Because most eukaryotic OR genes do not have introns in their coding region, it was necessary to infer the 5′-untranslated region (5′-UTR) structure of the OR-A gene using a combination of computational tools in order to design primers that flank 5′ introns. In this way, PCR amplification products from cDNA and genomic DNA could be distinguished by size. We confirmed the predicted gene structure by sequencing PCR amplification products obtained from cDNA using primers designed according to our predictions.
Our results demonstrate that transcripts of the OR-A gene undergo 5′-splicing. Through the work of several groups who have employed 5′-rapid amplification of cDNA ends (5′-RACE) to analyze OR transcripts in rodents, 5′-splicing is emerging as a general phenomenon for this family of genes (22, 23, 28) . In addition, alternative splicing of human OR genes was inferred recently from RT-PCR products generated from mRNA pooled from five individuals (24) and by analyses of expressed sequence tag (EST) sequences from non-olfactory tissue (29) . Our results extend these observations by providing the first demonstration of alternative splicing (exon skipping) of olfactory gene transcripts within a given tissue of one individual. We observed alternative splicing, which resulted in two transcript forms, in both olfactory epithelium and testis tissue. In addition, our data indicate that two alternative promoters are used in testes. Alternative splicing of OR genes could play an important role in regulating mRNA stability, translation and/or membrane targeting. The OR-A gene is an exception to the dogma that the coding regions of higher eukaryotic OR genes are intronless. Based on conceptual translation, all three 5′ splice variants of the OR-A gene are predicted to start at methionines situated upstream of an intron in a 5′ exon. Translation from these upstream methionines-but not from the first methionine in the main coding exon-results in inclusion of a conserved N-terminal glycosylation site (25) The OR-A gene is also unusual in that it is multicopy, and its copy number and chromosomal location vary among individuals due to recent duplication events involving subtelomeric regions. By taking advantage of slight sequence differences among the transcribed haplotypes and the many genomic copies of the OR-A gene, we conclude that multiple chromosomal locations are transcriptionally active in both olfactory epithelium and testis tissue. We detected two haplotypes, one as both long and short forms, in one individual. Using flowsorted chromosomes from the same individual, we could map these haplotypes to four chromosomal locations (H1 to chromosomes 3 and 19, and H2 to chromosomes 15 and 16). Three additional haplotypes were detected on other chromosomes, but were not picked up in our limited sample of olfactory transcripts. We do not yet know whether these recently duplicated genes are regulated like other members of the OR family, such Colored boxes represent haplotypes defined using only the terminal 814 bp of the main coding exon that were examined from transcripts (see main text). The sequence corresponding to haplotype H1 was found as both short and long transcript forms (Fig. 1A) . A total of 47 cloned RT-PCR products were validated by their presence in separate RT-PCR product pools. Three genomic copies have the same sequence as the H1 transcripts; another three copies encode sequence identical to the H2 transcript. Chromosomes 9 and 11 could not be resolved in this individual. (B) Haplotypes of transcripts observed in testis tissue from individual 23. Four haplotypes were validated by their presence in two independent RT-PCR product pools, three as the long transcript II, one as short transcript I. (C) Tabulation of DNA haplotype frequency by chromosome location and across all 180 copies analyzed in 22 individuals. The entire main coding exon was sequenced in this analysis. Colored boxes to the left correspond to haplotypes shown in panels (A) and (B). Because transcript haplotypes include only 814 of 972 bp analyzed, several full exon DNA haplotypes may be represented by one transcript haplotype, as indicated. DNA haplotypes are numbered according to which protein form (Fig. 5) they encode (e.g. DNA haplotypes A1a and A1b both encode protein P1).
that only a single gene is expressed per sensory neuron, or whether multiple chromosomal copies are expressed in the same cell.
We found a different, larger collection of transcripts expressed in the testes tissue of a second individual. Four haplotypes, three as the long alternatively spliced form and one as the short form, were observed. Cells were not available for this individual to determine the chromosomal origin of these transcripts. Our analysis of 180 genomic sequences from 22 individuals suggests likely chromosomes of origin for some haplotypes. However, subtelomeric regions of non-homologous chromosomes undergo exchanges sufficiently frequently that few, if any, subtelomeric haplotypes are chromosomespecific (8) . Therefore, the chromosomal origin of a given transcript can only be known exactly if both transcripts and flow-sorted chromosomes are haplotyped from the same individual. Our results further indicate that different individuals may express different combinations of OR-A gene haplotypes and/or that more haplotypes are expressed in testis than in olfactory epithelium. Conceptual translation of the different transcribed haplotypes shows at least one non-conservative amino acid change (with 1-5 revealed in comparison of the entire main coding exon), suggesting the possibility of slight functional differences among the proteins.
Our sequence analysis of 180 copies of the OR-A gene from 12 chromosome ends in 22 individuals indicates that individuals can vary greatly in the genomic sets of OR-A genes. First, the number of copies of the gene ranges from 7 to 11 per individual. Secondly, the number of different gene (DNA) haplotypes present per genome ranges from 3 to 7, and the number of different protein types that may potentially be expressed also ranges from 3 to 7. Finally, the chromosome location, as well as the overall gene copy number, for each potential protein may vary among individuals. Such variation in sequence, copy number and chromosomal context of the OR-A gene could result in subtle phenotypic differences among individuals.
We hypothesized that if the subtelomeric regions are a nursery for generating diversity in the OR gene family, different chromosomal copies of the OR-A gene might be accumulating variants in regions of the gene thought to be involved in odorant binding. Alternatively, if these regions of the genome are repositories for 'junk' DNA, multiple copies would contain variants that abolish gene function, including nonsense and frameshift mutations. Our analyses show that the main coding exons of 179 of 180 OR-A genes analyzed have ORFs and are therefore potentially functional; only a single copy of the gene harbors an obviously deleterious mutation in this region.
The promoter and exons 1 and 2 were shown to be intact in the six copies analyzed from somatic cell hybrid lines (two each of chromosomes 3, 15 and 19). These copies represent two of the three major phylogenetic clades identified in the accompanying paper (8) . Given the high linkage disequilibrium and low mutation rate observed in that analysis for the OR-A and non-coding loci (which flank the upstream region), it is likely that the upstream regions are similarly intact in copies that share the same OR-A coding haplotypes as these six representatives, although additional sequence could reveal rare variants. The OR-A sequence haplotypes represented by these six chromosomes (A1a, A3c, A4a) were observed on a total of 96 of the 180 chromosomes analyzed.
The upstream regions of ∼41 copies are predicted to carry a deletion involving exons 1 and 2. This deletion co-segregates with DNA haplotypes A2, A7 and A14 (8) . While this deletion precludes transcription of transcripts I and II, transcript III may still be expressed from the TATA2 promoter. As none of the genomic copies of the individual whose transcripts were analyzed contains this deletion, it remains to be tested whether transcript III is expressed from chromosomes carrying the deletion.
Variation in OR-A sequences is comparable to variation observed among copies of nearby non-coding sequence (overall nucleotide diversity of 0.28% in the OR-A exon and 0.36% in non-coding DNA) (8), but we see no striking pattern that would suggest that positive selection for diversity is operating on these paralogous OR-A genes. Of the 20 variable sites in the OR-A main coding exon, eight changes are synonymous, 11 cause amino acid alterations and one results in a premature stop codon. The 11 amino acid sites that vary among the 14 potential proteins identified in this study are distributed throughout the protein (Fig. 4) . Although the most variable regions of OR proteins are transmembrane (TM) domains 3, 4 and 5 (17) , and Pilpel and Lancet (30) have proposed 17 hypervariable residues within these domains that may constitute the odorant-complementarity-determining regions, only four of the 11 changes observed in this study occur in TM3 and TM4, while the remaining seven changes are in the N-terminus, extracellular domain 2, intracellular domain 3, TM7 and the Cterminus (1, 2, 2, 1 and 1 changes, respectively). Some of the amino acid changes are non-conservative and may therefore result in slight functional differences among the proteins, although this remains to be tested.
The demonstration of transcriptional activity of a multicopy OR gene suggests that the subtelomeric association of OR genes could be significant, and that subtelomeres could be a place where new genes are created by duplication and subsequent modification processes. These processes, which have resulted in considerable variability in the subtelomeric OR gene repertoires, could therefore be important in allowing organisms to adapt to their environments over evolutionary time.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Gene structure prediction
Potential promoters and corresponding TSS were identified using TSSG and TSSW (31) and by NNPP (32) 
RT-PCR
Total cellular RNA was extracted from normal adult male tissues by homogenization in TRIZOL reagent (Gibco, Rockville, MD) following the manufacturer's instructions. Firststrand cDNA was synthesized using reagents from Perkin Elmer (Gaithersburg, MD) RNA PCR kit. One microgram of total RNA was incubated at 42°C for 15 min in a 20 µl volume containing 5 mM MgCl 2 , 1 mM dNTPs, 1 U/µl Rnase inhibitor and 2.5 µM random hexamers (Perkin Elmer) and reverse transcribed with 2.5 U/ µl MuLV reverse transcriptase and then boiled for 5 min following incubation. Reagent volumes were scaled accordingly for reverse transcription of more than 1 µg of RNA. PCR amplification was carried out using 5 µl of the reverse transcription mix in a 25 µl reaction buffer 1 µM of each primer, 0.2 mM of each dNTP and 1 U of Taq DNA polymerase (Perkin Elmer) and amplified using touchdown PCR with the following parameters: 95°C for 1 min initial denature, 94°C for 20 s, 67°C for 30 s, 72°C for 2 min × 4 cycles, annealing temperature 65°C for 30 cycles. P1/P2 and L/P2 primer pairs were used for PCR amplification (P1, 5′-AAA-TTGCTGTAGTCTCTTCCAG-3′; P2, 5′-GGCCAGGCATAAA-TAAAGACAC-3′; L, 5′-GGCTCTTCATGGTTGCTACA-3′). Five microlitres of PCR products were analyzed on a 1.5% ethidium bromide-stained agarose gel. Products showing two transcripts were reloaded with 15-20 µl of PCR product on a 1% LMP agarose gel, excised and purified using Qiaquick Gel Extraction kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Bulk PCR products were sequenced to verify splice junctions. For transcript analysis, RT-PCR products were TA-subcloned into pCRII 9 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and inserts were sequenced (see below) after PCR amplification, using the primer pairs used for the PCR.
FISH
In order to determine chromosomal distribution of the OR-A gene and to choose chromosomes for sorting and subsequent sequence analysis, FISH was performed using cosmid f7501 as a probe as described previously (7) .
Cell lines
Somatic cell lines containing individual human chromosomes (3, NA10253 and NA11713; 15, NA11418 and NA11715; 19, NA10449 and NA10612) were obtained from NIGMS Human Genetic Mutant Cell Repository (Camden, NJ). The following lymphoblast cell lines were analyzed to determine genomic OR-A haplotypes. The lines are listed in order of presentation in Figure 5B : 1, GM10470; 2, GM10471; 3, GM10493; 4, GM10494; 5, GM10495; 6, GM10496; 7, GM10539; 8, GM10541; 9, GM10543; 10, GM10966; 11, GM10977; 12, GM10978; 13, GM11373; 14, GM11374; 15, GM11375; 16, GM11523; 17, GM11524; 18, GM11525; and 19, CGM1. Data for individuals 20 and 21 were obtained using peripheral blood lymphocyte cultures. Individual 22 is represented by primary fibroblasts cultured from the deceased donor of olfactory tissue, after appropriate informed consent was obtained. Lines with the GM prefix were obtained from the NIGMS repository.
PCR analyses of flow-sorted chromosomes
Chromosomes were isolated from lymphoblast cell lines or from phytohaemagglutinin-stimulated peripheral blood cell cultures into a polyamine buffer, stained with Hoechst 33258 and chromomycin A3, and sorted using a custom dual-laser flow cytometer, as described previously (33) . The purity of flowsorted chromosomes was periodically tested by using the flow-sorted chromosomes as template for generation of chromosome paints (34) , then hybridized to cytogenetic preparations of metaphase spreads. There was little evidence for cross contamination by other chromosomes using this method or in sequence traces generated when bulk PCR products were used as sequencing templates (see below). In two situations, extra precautions were taken to prevent contamination. Because chromosomes 15 and 16 form neighboring peaks in a flow karyotype, we set especially narrow sort windows when the f7501 block was present on both of these chromosomes. When the block was present on both chromosomes 9 and 11, we resolved these chromosomes by measuring the fluorescence intensity of a fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled polyamide (Prolinx Inc., Bothell, WA), which targets a short sequence repeated in the heterochromatic region of chromosome 9 (M.Gygi et al., manuscript in preparation).
2000 copies of each chromosome carrying the f7501 block were sorted into a 0.5 µl PCR tube containing 10 µl sterile H 2 O and stored at -20°C before use. PCR ingredients [final concentrations: 1× high fidelity buffer 2, 200 µM each dNTP, 400 nM each primer, 0.7 U Expand high fidelity polymerase (Roche Molecular, Indianapolis, IN)] were added to the tube. After initial denaturation at 94°C for 2 min, the 25 µl reactions were subjected to 40 amplification cycles of 94°C 30 s, 60°C for 30 s and 72°C for 90 s using primers F4708 (5′-ATTGAGGCAATGTATGT-GGAAG-3′) and OLF-AR (5′-ACACTGAGAAGCCGAGAT-AACTGAA-3′), which encompass the main coding exon of OR-A. As necessary, 1 µl of product was re-amplified using primers OLA10 (5′-CCAACTTCACTATATTTTGTG-3′) and OLA4 (5′-TCTGACTTCCTTCTCCTTCTC-3′), using the same PCR conditions for 35 additional cycles. The upstream region encompassing exons 1 and 2 was analyzed using primers U7984 (5′-CTGAATTTGTGCTGCTGAGG-3′) or U8594 (5′-GCCTT-AGCTTTCCTGTTTTT-3′) and A9295 (5′-TGGCCAAGGGA-AAACTTGTGA-3′).
Sequencing
Excess dNTPs and primers from DNA produced by PCR amplification were removed with 2 U/µl shrimp alkaline phosphatase and 10 U/µl exonuclease I (Amersham, Piscataway, NJ) for each 5 µl of PCR product, or by purifying 20 µl of PCR product through Sephacryl 300 spin columns (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO). Bulk PCR products were sequenced with Ready Reaction Big-dye terminator PRISM kits with AmpliTaq FS (Perkin Elmer). Primers used for sequencing were the same as for PCR amplification. Analysis of individual clones was carried out only to determine the phase of variants detected in sequence traces generated from bulk PCR products. Results of sequence analysis were consistent with the presence of only one copy of the f7501 block on each chromosome (8) .
